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Ranking a Fiverr gig seems to be the most tedious for 

most Fiverr sellers. No one wants to put the effort into 

ranking the gig but they all want to be on the number 

one spot. However there’s some smart ways as to how 

you can get to the top without breaking the bank.  

Before we begin, I’d like to tell you that Fiverr, like 

Google has a complex search engine algorithm. Fiverr 

ranks gigs based on their importance to the buyers. 

Most people don’t know how to rank gigs but I’ve 

cracked the code. In this short actionable PDF, I’m 

going to show you how you can rank high on Fiverr’s 

search engine for any gig.  

Ready? 

OK so we all know that Fiverr has their own algorithm 

that helps them come to a conclusion as to which gigs 

are the best to rank. Most people don’t know how the 

ranking process works but I’ve found the code which 

helps boost your rankings within 7 days.  

 

 

 

 



Here is the Fiverr Ranking Method 

Fiverr is really easy to manipulate when trying to rank 

for gigs. Unlike search engines, you don’t need to 

throw high PR backlinks at it, create web 2.0s and do 

any sort of gruelling work. The best way to rank on 

Fiverr for majority of the Fiverr gig niches is to do the 

following:  

 Create a video for your gig (or outsource it to another 

Fiverr user) – Fiverr loves gigs with videos and tend to 

find them more professional and serious.  

 Share your gig on social media (Facebook, LinkedIn, 

Twitter, Google plus) – Do anything to get your gig 

displayed in front of hungry buyers.  

 Buy $5 website traffic (Throw a few thousand views at 

your Fiverr gig page) – Fiverr likes gigs that get a lot of 

traffic as it makes it seem more relevant to buyers which 

is why it has a lot of views.  

 Get up the ranks fast (Go to Lvl 1, Lvl 2) – Fiverr places 

more authority on accounts with high levels. Having high 

levels will automatically sky rocket your gig to the top of 

the page mainly because of authority.  

 Add in the right keywords inside the tags, description 

and title box. Forget trying to target one keyword, go for 

at least 3. For example, if you have a gig for “Get 1,000 

YouTube views”, inside your description, add in 



keywords such as “high quality YouTube views” “Best 

YouTube views provider” etc. This will increase 

likelihood of ranking for multiple keywords.  

Do all of this and your gig is definitely going to be ranking 

high on the search engines for Fiverr meaning you’ll get more 

sales and more leads coming your way.  


